Program Guide
Week 5

Sunday January 25th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

1:30 pm

Costa's Garden Odyssey - Tonight, Costa explores the Royal Botanic Gardens in
Sydney, a place that has a long history as a community garden. Taking some inspiration
he builds a bush tucker garden at Alexandria Park Community School in Sydney with the
help of some of its pupils. And, in the Backyard Revolution it's paving day at the
Tembeleski's home. (Commissioned by SBS in English) (Entertainment Series) (Part 5 of
13) (Rpt) G CC WS

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC
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4:00 pm

Football Asia - Provides the latest news and updates from the various football leagues
across Asia. (From Singapore, in English) (Football) CC

4:30 pm

Massive Moves - Cliff Collapse - A house is rescued from a crumbing cliff. Teams of
engineers and truckers face some daunting challenges as they transport monstrous
structures that were never meant to leave their foundations. In this episode, Wayne and
Angela Reesor from Medicine Hat task Wade’s House Movers to move their newly
purchased home away from a crumbling cliff. It’s a race against time as the hardened
haulers attempt to rescue the house from its precarious perch. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 pm

Climbing Great Buildings - Royal Liver Building - The next step of Dr Jonathan
Foyle's journey takes him to the Royal Liver Building in Liverpool. Built from 1908, this
behemoth in concrete was Britain's first skyscraper, and influenced buildings all over the
world. On his climb, Jonathan scales over 75 metres to reveal how this granite building
isn't quite what it seems and investigates how a concrete boat paved the way for this
immense skyscraper. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Warwick Davis And The Seven Dwarves Of Auschwitz - The international actor
Warwick Davis undertakes a pertinent journey, exploring the history of dwarves during
WWII and, in particular, the fascinating story of the Ovitz family of seven dwarves, a
music troupe who miraculously survived the war. It’s a story so fantastic; it could almost
be a fairytale. In fact, the Nazis adapted Snow White in to a propaganda film, just one of
the insights that Warwick gains on his journey. This is a personal, respectful and
intelligent journey in which Warwick unearths a fascinating story and charts us through
moving and inspirational territory, dark fairytales and human endurance. (From the UK, in
English & Hebrew) (Documentary) PG(A) CC **Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Raider Ron And The Lost Ark - Ron Wyatt was a nurse anaesthetist from Nashville
Tennessee, who aged forty seven turned amateur archaeologist to prove the bible stories
are historically true. First in 1977 he and his teenage sons Ronny and Danny went to
Mount Ararat in Turkey and found Noah’s Ark. Next they dived for Ancient Egyptian
chariot remains proving Moses’ parting of the Red Sea was fact. In 1982 Ron Wyatt
claimed he had finally found the Ark of the Covenant but he had no witnesses and could
produce no evidence. Many people believe him but professional archaeologists are
sceptical. New archaeological evidence in Israel suggests that there may not just have
been one grand golden ark, but many simple everyday portable shrines called in Hebrew
‘Ark of God’. (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Premiere**
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Sunday January 25th, 2015
8:30 pm

George Harrison: Living In A Material World - Academy Award-winning director Martin
Scorsese traces Harrison's life from his musical beginnings in Liverpool through his life as
a musician, a seeker, a philanthropist and a filmmaker, weaving together interviews with
Harrison and his closest friends, performances, home movies and photographs. With
never before seen or heard footage, this documentary offers a rare glimpse into the mind
and soul of one of the most talented artists of his generation and a profoundly intimate
and affecting work of cinema. The film includes interviews with Eric Clapton, Paul
McCartney, Yoko Ono, Tom Petty, Phil Spector, Ringo Starr and Jackie Stewart, who
speak honestly and frankly about George’s many talents and contradictions. (From the
US) (Documentary) (Rpt) M(L) CC

10:10 pm

Mad Men - Lady Lazarus - Megan convinces Don that she should give up her job at the
firm so that she can pursue a career on Broadway, while Peter has a fling with an
acquaintance's wife. (S.5,Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(L) CC **New Episode**

11:05 pm

Movie: Sister Smile - Cécile de France is captivating as Jeanine Deckers in this
dramatic biography about the Belgium nun turned international singing star. After
spending her formative years in her parents' bakery under the thumb of her hard-hearted
mother, teenager Deckers joins a convent to escape her oppressive childhood home.
However, she finds little improvement in life as a nun-in-training. When she pens a song
in 1963 that becomes an international hit, Deckers adopts a stage name and embarks on
a journey beyond her wildest imagination. Directed by Stijn Coninx and also stars
Sandrine Blancke and Chris Lomme. (From Belgium, in French) (Movie) (Biography)
(2009) (Rpt) PG

1:15 am

Movie: Love Is All - Klaasje has left her husband Dennis because he cheated on her
with a young school teacher. Dennis wants her back, but his chances are slim when she
has a fling with a 16-year-old boy. Meanwhile, Klaasje's best friend Simone is the boss at
home. Her husband Ted has just lost his job, but he is afraid to tell his wife. The most
popular Dutch romantic comedy film ever and winner of the Golden Calf Award at the
Nederlands Film Festival. Directed by Joram Lursen and stars Wendy van Dijk, Paul de
Leeuwand Carice van Houten. (From the Netherlands, in Dutch, English subtitles)
(Romantic Comedy) (2007) (Rpt) M (L,S)

3:25 am

Graffiti Wars - Graffiti today is transcending social nuisance to gain cultural and artistic
credibility. This program explores the creative tension that has surfaced in a recent
conflict between graffiti legend King Robbo and famous street artist Banksy; a spat which
has been described as the biggest art rivalry since Picasso and Matisse. In London, the
tension between the two camps has played out in a battle of spray cans. The film goes
behind enemy lines as the war escalates. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (L)

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday January 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Bigger Better Faster Stronger - Lawnmower - James Coleman and Greg Page
showcase Kiwi ingenuity by re-modelling everyday household items to realise their full
potential. In the final episode, Greg creates a mega-mower, and in his most ambitious
project of the series, James creates a flame-thrower to ensure that he never has to mow
his lawn again. (From New Zealand) (Entertainment Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

1:30 pm

Being Elmo - Most parents are very much aware of Elmo, the child-like fuzzy red Muppet
who has become a favourite among Sesame Street's youthful audience. Far fewer people
know the name Kevin Clash, the puppeteer who breathes the life and soul into Elmo.
Something of a loner in his youth, Clash found a way to express himself when he
discovered puppetry, and showed a remarkable talent for the art. In this documentary,
discover the man behind the Muppet, and find that he is as lovable, wise and infinitely
positive as his famous character. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

2:50 pm

The Globe Collector - A short documentary about one man’s all-consuming passion for
light globes. (Documentary) PG

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC
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Monday January 26th, 2015
3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

Massive Moves - Shackless In Seattle - Teams of engineers and truckers face some
daunting challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to
leave their foundations. Tonight, a Seattle family, with help from a moving company and a
tugboat crew, relocate a 90-year-old starter home from one side of the city to another for
their daughter. (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:00 pm

Trawlermen - Faced with ominous weather warnings, Sandy Watt must decide whether
to brave violent storms or head for the safety of the harbour. Two much larger boats, the
trawlers Starlight and Starlight Rays, hunt as a pair. Their skippers and crews must have
complete trust in each other's skill and judgement - when casting their nets on perilous
seas the trawlers come within a stone's throw of each other. One wrong move could
result in catastrophe. (From the UK, in English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC WS

5:30 pm

Global Village - The Taste of Australia - Australia is the land of kangaroos,
boomerangs and didgeridoos. Fine sophisticated cuisine is not something associated with
the 5th continent. And yet the country offers an abundance of tastes, unknown spices,
animals and plants. Aborigines have known about this culinary treasure for generations.
Mark Olive ensures that the delicacies stemming from the tradition and century-old
knowledge of his culture aren't forgotten. Today, he's one of Australia's top chefs. With
Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France) (Australian Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's Taste Of Italian Opera - In this colourful special, top chef Rick Stein takes a
lighthearted look at the role that food played in the creation of Italian opera and shows
how music and food are intrinsically linked in Italy. He draws parallels between cooking
and composing, noting how both involve the skilful combination of ingredients and how
they share the common purpose of bringing pleasure to many and lifting the human spirit.
Rick also explains why he thinks the music of three great Italian composers - Verdi and
Rossini - is connected to the food of the regions where they lived and worked. (Part 2 of
2) (From the UK) (Food) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Meteor Strike: Fireball From Space - On the morning of February 15, 2013, a 7,000-ton
asteroid, with the power of 30 Hiroshima bombs, crashed into the Earth's atmosphere. A
blinding flash of light streaked across the Russian sky, followed by a shuddering blast
strong enough to damage buildings and send more than 1,000 people to hospital. Follow
the impact scientists in Russia just days after, as they hunt for clues about the meteor's
origin and makeup. From their findings, it’s clear we came close to a far worse disaster.
This documentary asks what are the chances of another - larger - asteroid heading
straight for earth. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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Monday January 26th, 2015
8:30 pm

Worst Place To Be A Pilot - In the first episode, the new recruits come face to face with
the remarkable range of challenges that flying in Indonesia presents; Captain George is
greeted by a large group of tribes people after he becomes the first pilot to land on a
runway that's taken them 14 years to cut into the side of a mountain. The locals tell him
about their cannibal ancestors. Guy takes drastic action as a passenger has a mid-air
panic attack, and Sam struggles to control the plane during landing as he flies local tribes
people to one of the most remote and spectacular runways in the world. (Part 1 of 4)
(From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Series Premiere**

9:30 pm

Uncle - I Like-Like You - Andy tries to get back with Gwen by entering a battle of the
bands. Only problem, he doesn’t have a band. Errol’s acting weird and it has something
to do with a girl. When the guys learn of their mutual woes they join forces to help each
other out. But when Andy tries to turn Errol into a ladies man, things are bound to get
complicated. (From the UK) (Comedy Series) M(D,L) CC **New Episode**

10:05 pm

Man Down - Dan, unlike his ex-girlfriend, isn't invited to his niece's birthday party.
Desperate to impress her, he manages to persuade the family that he can be trusted with
getting the party ready. (From the UK) (Comedy Series) M(A,L) CC **New Episode**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Real Humans - Bea and Cloette have finally located David’s clone, but the brain is
missing. They continue their search while Tobias and Matilda investigate the code on the
USB drive. A segment is missing and Matilda suspects that Mimi knows more than she
lets on. When Roger is sent out to pick up a hubot, he’s in for an unpleasant reunion.
Florentine’s dream is about to come true - she’s finally going to marry her Douglas. But
perhaps human life is not all it’s cracked up to be. (S.2, Ep.3) (From Sweden, in Swedish)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(S,V,L)

12:10 am

Movie: Once Upon A Time In Rio - An epic tale about two star-crossed lovers living on
opposite ends of Rio de Janiero's two-tiered society. Young Dé lives with his mother
Bernadette in a cramped Cantagalo slum apartment, selling hot dogs on the beach in
order to make the rent. One day, while working on the beach, he meets Nina, the only
child of a successful lawyer. Directed by Breno Silveira and stars Cyria Coentro, Rodrigo
Costa and Vitória Frate. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M (D,L,S,V)

2:20 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday January 26th, 2015
3:00 am

One Born Every Minute - The fly-on-the-wall documentary series observing the lives of
staff and patients on a busy maternity ward in Leeds. In this episode, a teenage mother is
supported by her best friend in person and many online acquaintances as she goes
through labour. An Indian couple who dated secretly when they were younger continue to
break with tradition by having the father present at the birth, and a mother-to-be
discusses being happily married to her childhood sweetheart. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

4:00 am

One Born Every Minute - A woman with limited movement on her left side, resulting
from a car accident when she was a teenager, prepares to give birth for the first time
following many rounds of IVF treatment. Emotions run high as she fears her disability will
lead to the baby being taken into care. Meanwhile, a mother anticipates the arrival of her
fifth child, but because she has a condition known as spontaneous fast labour, the baby
could arrive at very short notice. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC
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Tuesday January 27th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Celtic Thunder: Storm - Storm is the spectacular Celtic Thunder show that uses musical
theatre to tell the story of a land struggle between gypsies and settlers in Ireland.
Performed on a massive living stage - comprised of live trees, gypsy caravans, settler's
huts, and even a river - the story is told solely through its sixteen songs, including ‘Stand
and Deliver’, ‘Look at Me’, and the classic, ‘Lagan Love’. (From the UK) (Entertainment)
(Rpt) G

2:00 pm

Tommy Fleming - Going Back - Irish singer Tommy Fleming's performance with the
RTE Concert Orchestra sees the realisation of a lifelong ambition to record classic songs
from some of the most iconic artists of our time - such as Matt Monro, Nat King Cole, Joni
Mitchell, Neil Diamond, Barbara Streisand - all of whom have had a major influence on
his career. (From Ireland) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC
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Tuesday January 27th, 2015
4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Sark: Jewel Of The Channel Islands - The island of Sark in the English
Channel is not only scenic but a tax haven. Thanks to the appeal of the notorious
billionaire Barclay twins (owners of the London Ritz, and much more) to the European
Court, Sark is no longer the oldest feudal state in the West, but a functioning democracy.
But an inevitable divide has developed between the progressive money-makers and the
traditional inhabitants, many of whom trace their links to the island back to the time of
Elizabeth I. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in English) (English Culture)
(Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's German Bite - Chef Rick Stein sets out on a German voyage with his usual
appetite seeking out tantalising culinary gems. His journey is timed perfectly with the
arrival of the new season’s herring on the north German coast and the harvesting of white
asparagus. He also heads inland towards Dusseldorf and the beautiful Rheingau region
where he meets up with his son Jack and introduces him to the family legacy in that area
as well as to some of the German Steins. This trip is particularly close to Rick’s heart.
Although he has always known he was of German descent, he knows very little of his
German family - one thing he is sure of is he wouldn’t have the business he has today
without them. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) (Food) G CC **Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Sarah Millican - Comedian Sarah Millican is astonished
to discover that her three-times great-grandfather was one of the first divers ever. Sarah
also follows the trail of her four- times great-grandfather, John Malcolm, to Canada,
where he worked for the Hudson's Bay Company on a remote fur-trading outpost. As
Sarah traces John's footsteps, she makes a truly shocking discovery. (From the UK)
(Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Best Of Insight – Australia’s foremost forum for first person stories and debate, Insight,
begins 2015 by looking back at some of its best moments from the year that was. This
episode will revisit its best ‘survival’ tales from 2014 - extraordinary stories of people who
beat death against all odds. Rob Hewitt was separated from his boat on a recreational
dive off the coast of New Zealand in 2006. It wasn’t until the sun started to set he realised
he was in serious trouble. Rob spent four days and three nights adrift at sea, suffering
severe hallucinations and exposure, before being rescued. James Dorney sat down at his
desk on the 92nd floor of the South Tower of the World Trade Center on September 11,
2001, when he saw a massive explosion in the building opposite. Ignoring
announcements that his Tower was secure, he started to evacuate. (An SBS Production)
(News and Current Affairs) CC **Special**
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Tuesday January 27th, 2015
9:30 pm

Best Of Dateline - Dateline looks back on some its best stories from 2014. This episode
sees Mark Davis track down Christopher Boyce who was jailed for selling classified US
information to the KGB in the Soviet Union in the 1970s. Then Amos Roberts investigates
child-labour in India's coal mines. He sees first-hand the dangerous and illegal conditions
they work in, but there is light at the end of the tunnel for some of them. (An SBS
Production) (News and Current Affairs) CC **Special**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Rectify - Charlie Darwin - Still recovering from his injuries, Daniel makes a startling
decision. Amantha is outraged by Daniel’s choice and hurt when Janet takes his side.
Teddy asks Janet for help and ends up forced into an awkward situation with Tawney.
Bobby Dean has an unexpected conversation with Sheriff Daggett. Jon Stern gains a
valuable, but disturbing insight into a client's case and Daniel bends a few rules.
(S.2,Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(A) CC **Encore**

11:50 pm

Movie: The Serpent - Fashion photographer Vincent stands to lose his family after he is
falsely accused of rape by a sexy lingerie model. Seemingly coincidentally, a conniving
old school friend, Plender, appears at just the right time to help Vincent out. But what
does his former classmate really want from Vincent? Is it something much more than
money? Directed by Eric Barbier and stars Yvan Attal, Clovis Cornillac and Pierre
Richard. (In French, English subtitles) (Thriller) (2006) (Rpt) MAV (A,V)

2:00 am

Movie: The Chaser - An ex-cop turned pimp is in financial trouble as several of his girls
have recently disappeared without clearing their debts. While trying to track them down,
he finds a clue that the vanished girls were all called up by a same client whom one of his
girls is meeting with right now. A gritty Korean thriller based on a true story. Directed by
Na Hong-jin and stars Kim Yoon-suk, Ha Jung-woo and Seo Yeong-hee. (In Korean,
English subtitles) (Thriller) (2008) MAV (V) WS

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday January 28th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Best Of Insight – Best Of Insight – Australia’s foremost forum for first person stories
and debate, Insight, begins 2015 by looking back at some of its best moments from the
year that was. This episode will revisit its best ‘survival’ tales from 2014 - extraordinary
stories of people who beat death against all odds. Rob Hewitt was separated from his
boat on a recreational dive off the coast of New Zealand in 2006. It wasn’t until the sun
started to set he realised he was in serious trouble. Rob spent four days and three nights
adrift at sea, suffering severe hallucinations and exposure, before being rescued. James
Dorney sat down at his desk on the 92nd floor of the South Tower of the World Trade
Center on September 11, 2001, when he saw a massive explosion in the building
opposite. Ignoring announcements that his Tower was secure, he started to evacuate.
(An SBS Production) (News and Current Affairs) **Encore**

2:00 pm

Best Of Dateline – Best Of Dateline - Dateline looks back on some its best stories from
2014. This episode sees Mark Davis track down Christopher Boyce who was jailed for
selling classified US information to the KGB in the Soviet Union in the 1970s. Then Amos
Roberts investigates child-labour in India's coal mines. He sees first-hand the dangerous
and illegal conditions they work in, but there is light at the end of the tunnel for some of
them. (An SBS Production) (News and Current Affairs) **Encore**

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC
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3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Sark: Jewel Of The Channel Islands - The island of Sark in the English
Channel is not only scenic but a tax haven. Thanks to the appeal of the notorious
billionaire Barclay twins to the European Court, Sark is no longer the oldest feudal state
in the West, but a functioning democracy. But an inevitable divide has developed
between the progressive money-makers and the traditional inhabitants, many of whom
trace their links to the island back to the time of Elizabeth I. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of
2) (From France, in English) (English Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein's German Bite - Chef Rick Stein sets out on a German voyage with his usual
appetite seeking out tantalising culinary gems. His journey is timed perfectly with the
arrival of the new season’s herring on the north German coast and the harvesting of white
asparagus. He also heads inland towards Dusseldorf and the beautiful Rheingau region
where he meets up with his son Jack and introduces him to the family legacy in that area
as well as to some of the German Steins. This trip is particularly close to Rick’s heart.
Although he has always known he was of German descent, he knows very little of his
German family - one thing he is sure of is he wouldn’t have the business he has today
without them. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Food) G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Walking Through History - Cornwall - The south-west corner of Britain with its
picturesque villages, winding inlets and hidden coves has always been famous for its
smuggling past. In a stunning walk along the south Cornwall coast, Tony investigates the
real story of the smugglers. Were they really romantic heroes? Why was the trade so
valuable - and how did the government finally end it? (Part 3 of 6) (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

WWII Air Crash Detectives - The Duke of Kent Crash - A Short Sunderland Flying Boat
slams into Eagle Rock, a remote hillside in the far north of Scotland, killing fourteen
people on board. Miraculously, there is one survivor. But among the dead is His Royal
Highness Prince George the Duke of Kent, the brother of King George VI. This episode
attempt to get to the truth behind the infamous Eagle Rock crash which claimed the life of
the ‘Forgotten’ Prince – the Royal brother with the unfortunate lifestyle and inconvenient
politics. From the crash site, we explore the known facts and explain why the plane came
down – and sift through the fascinating theories that surround one of the most intriguing
episodes of the Second World War. (From the UK) (Documentary) (class tba) CC **New
Episode**
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9:30 pm

Rectify - Donald The Normal - A recovered Daniel embarks on a day trip to explore
Atlanta and enjoy a taste of big-city anonymity, but even in a crowd, Daniel draws
attention. He returns to Paulie, troubled by the way his past follows him. Taking her
mother’s advice, Amantha begins packing up her apartment, in anticipation of moving
back to Atlanta. On a quest for moving supplies, Amantha confronts the depressing
realities of a small town and realises that she needs more in her life than just her
brother’s legal troubles. (S.2,Ep.4) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(A) CC **New
Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Movie: Footnote - Winner of the 2011 Best Screenplay award at the Cannes Film
Festival, ‘Footnote’ is a turbulent tale about family, success and the power of language.
Ezekiel is a grizzled and unpopular professor whose life’s dream to win the Israel Prize
has seemingly been dashed from him. Uriel is his bright young son, whose work is
consistently awarded and recognised around the country. One day Ezekiel receives a
phone call saying he has won the Israel Prize and is ecstatic, but it is later revealed to
Uriel that his father was mistaken called and he is the actual winner. Uriel must decide
whether to dash his father’s dreams once more, or let him live a lie. (From Israel, in
Hebrew) (Movie) (Drama) (2011) (Rpt) PG CC

12:55 am

Movie: Amores Perros - Nominated for Best Foreign Language Film at 2001 Oscars and
winner of more than 60 international awards, this breakthrough film for Mexican cinema
follows a saga of unrelated people representing the harsh socio-economic extremes of
Mexico City. Directed by Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu and stars Emilio Echevarria, Gael
Garcia Bernal and Goya Toledo. (From Mexico in Spanish, English subtitles) (Drama)
2001 (Rpt) MA(L,V,A) WS

3:30 am

Movie: The Blacks - With the Bosnian war over, a team of Croatian special forces
soldiers continue their physical and emotional battle when they determine to retrieve the
bodies of their comrades from a minefield, blowing up a dam in the process. Croatia's
submission for the Best Foreign Language Film at the 2010 Academy Awards. Directed
by Goran Devic and Zvonimir Juric, and stars Ivo Gregurevic, Krešimir Mikic and Franjo
Dijak. (From Croatia, in Croatian) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,V,L)
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Lions On The Move - Precious Cargo - Join the wildlife expert Kevin Richards on a
move of a different kind, as he helps 28 lions, 14 hyenas and four black panthers get a
new home. This episode, Kevin helps to move the lions to a new home. (Part 2) (From
Austria and South Africa) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

2:00 pm

The Burrowers - Chris Packham sheds light on the magical underground world of three
iconic British creatures - badgers, water voles and rabbits, in one of the biggest natural
history experiments ever undertaken. All the burrowers face a new challenge - they must
leave their home and learn to survive outside. Will the orphan badger cubs be
independent enough to survive in the wild? How will the young water voles cope on their
own - just 3 weeks after they were born? The rabbit warren is full to bursting and, never
seen before, two female rabbits are sharing a nest with 17 baby rabbits. And for the first
time, Chris and his team of experts use 3D mapping to reveal how a wild rabbit warren
expands and evolves over time. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

2:55 pm

Tet - A young man recalls his first memory of Chinese New Year with his family.
(Animation)

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC
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3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village – Morocco: Faces Of The Medina - Simo is a tanner who works in the
hear t of the fabulous Fes medina, the oldest medina in the Islamic world. He produces
the highest quality goatskin leather that is transformed into - the highest quality traditional
Moroccan slippers. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 1 of 2) (From France, in English & Arabic)
(Morrocan Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein Tastes The Blues - Rick has loved blues music since he first encountered it
in the early 1960s. Now he takes viewers on a fascinating journey through the Mississippi
Delta - the birthplace of the blues - seeking out his favourite music as well as the food
that is ingrained in its heritage. Rick encounters a host of characters and communities
who help to paint a colourful picture of Delta life and ‘down home’ cooking. He pays
homage to the musicians who created the blues as he celebrates the tastes and smells
that have been associated with it for nearly a century. (Part 1 of 2) (From the UK) (Food)
G CC **Premiere**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Gourmet Farmer - Feast - It’s been a year since Matthew expanded his business and
bought the new farm and it’s been a steep learning curve for both him and Sadie. Their
passion to have visitors to Fat Pig Farm to share and experience their lifestyle, and taste
products made from the farm, has led them to set a date for their very first open day and
feast. Though there have been many months of planning, some huge setbacks put them
on the spot and have them foraging for alternative products from their farm and the
surrounding area. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG CC

8:00 pm

Made in Italy with Silvia Colloca - Silvia Colloca travels to Macerata in Le Marche
where she receives lesson in an Italian peasant tradition – Vincisgrassi (lasagne, Marche
style). Heading south to Castelbottaccio in Molise, Silvia and her mother embark on a
quest to find a long lost recipe - pesche di Castelbottaccio (sponge cake peaches). Next
up is a nostalgic trip to Abruzzo, a land Silvia holds close to her heart where she
reminisces on cherished childhood memories and visits one of her dearest childhood
friends. Together they create a spring classic - lamb chops with asparagus. Then heading
home to Torricella Silvia puts her bread baking skills to the test and whips up a party
favourite - bread pockets with cheese and stewed capsicum. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) G CC **New Episode**
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8:30 pm

Heston's Fantastical Food - World-renowned chef and culinary mad scientist Heston
Blumenthal is going supersized in his brand new series as he creates amazing, gigantic
versions of some of the most well-known and loved foods, adding a dash of childlike
wonder and excitement along the way. Tonight, Heston tackles the most important meal
of the day to try and bring back the magic of breakfast to busy commuters. Heston’s plan
is an epic breakfast on the move, taking over an entire train and transforming it into The
Breakfast Express. On the morning menu is a two metre high boiled egg with toast
soldiers, a box of cereal fit for a giant, a wacky flavour mash-up of the traditional English
fry up and even an edible daily newspaper. (From the UK) (Food) (Rpt) M CC

9:30 pm

Vikings - The Lord's Prayer - Ragnar and King Horik return to Kattegat and the final
showdown between two Viking leaders is at hand. Ragnar has placed his trust in those
who have stood by him and now the time has come for new alliances to be made. (Final)
(From Canada & Ireland) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) CC

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Frisky Business - International - The language of love might be universal but there are
most definitely regional variations. In this episode the company launches a new customer
care centre in Australia. As research, they take a tongue in cheek look at what the
Aussies get up to behind closed doors. With websites going live in Germany and France
too, language graduate Stephanie is hoping to bag a permanent job at the warehouse.
What better way to test her writing skills than getting her to describe half a dozen dildos?
Elsewhere Sabrina and the trade team get ready to sell toys at Europe’s biggest sexy toy
show in Hannover in Germany. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(S) CC

11:55 pm

Movie: Amal - When humble autorickshaw driver Amal is unknowingly left a vast
inheritance by a wealthy former passenger, the late millionaire's scheming family do
everything in their power to prevent the transaction going through. Nominated for six
Canadian Genie Awards, including Best Motion Picture. Directed by Richie Mehta and
stars Rupinder Nagra, Naseeruddin Shah and Seema Biswas. (From Canada, in Hindi
and English) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) M (A,L)

1:50 am

Movie: The Brest Fortress - This thrilling film shows the heroic defence of the Brest
Fortress, which was attacked during the first strike of German invaders on June 22 1941.
Many years later, veteran Alexander Akimov recalls the first days of the battle, when he,
then a 15 year old, was deeply in love with the beautiful Anya and suddenly found himself
in the middle of the bloody events of war. (From Russia, in Russian & German) (Movie)
(War) (2010) MAV(A,V) **Premiere**

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday January 30th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Madhur Jaffrey's Curry Nation - Southall Punjabis - Madhur Jaffrey explores Britain's
best known South Asian community, the Punjabi area of Southall in North West London.
She also samples delicious Sikh home-cooked favourites. (From the UK) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

Inspector Rex - Doping - Marc’s inquiries into the mysterious death of an ice hockey
player blows the lid on illegal drug use in the sport. Meanwhile, Rex is suspended from
police duties when he is accused of knocking a murder suspect into the path of an
oncoming truck. Stars Alexander Pschill, Elke Winkens and Martin Weinek. (From
Austria, in German) (Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt) PG

2:25 pm

Silvia Colloca: Made In Italy Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Silvia Colloca's culinary journey through Italy. (Food) CC

2:30 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

3:00 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC
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3:30 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

4:00 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Global Village - Morocco: Faces Of The Medina - Simo is a tanner who works in the
hear t of the fabulous Fes medina, the oldest medina in the Islamic world. He produces
the highest quality goatskin leather that is transformed into - the highest quality traditional
Moroccan slippers. With Silvio Rivier. (Part 2 of 2) (From France, in English & Arabic)
(Morrocan Culture) (Documentary) G CC

6:00 pm

Rick Stein Tastes The Blues - Rick has loved blues music since he first encountered it
in the early 1960s. Now he takes viewers on a fascinating journey through the Mississippi
Delta - the birthplace of the blues - seeking out his favourite music as well as the food
that is ingrained in its heritage. Rick encounters a host of characters and communities
who help to paint a colourful picture of Delta life and ‘down home’ cooking. He pays
homage to the musicians who created the blues as he celebrates the tastes and smells
that have been associated with it for nearly a century. (Part 2 of 2) (From the UK) (Food)
G CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

World's Most Dangerous Roads - Siberia - Six British celebrities travel along some of
the world’s most infamous roads. In this episode, good friends and fellow comedians Ed
Byrne and Andy Parsons brave temperatures as low as minus 50 degrees to drive across
Siberia's infamous Road of Bones. Along the way they encounter all that Siberia can
throw at them from terrifying roads of ice and deserted gulags, to the surprising welcome
of the people who inhabit this freezing wilderness. But the further they go along the road,
the more Ed and Andy realise they are out of their depth. (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) (Part 1 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Movie: Pulp Fiction - In this Quentin Tarantino cult classic, Vincent Vega and Jules
Winnfield are hitmen with a penchant for philosophical discussions. In this ultra-hip, multistrand crime movie, their storyline is interwoven with those of their boss, gangster
Marsellus Wallace; his actress wife, Mia; struggling boxer Butch Coolidge master fixer
Winston Wolfe and a nervous pair of armed robbers, "Pumpkin" and "Honey Bunny".
Starring John Travolta, Samuel L. Jackson, Ving Rhames, Uma Thurman, Bruce Willis,
Harvey Keitel and Amanda Plummer. (From the US) (Movie) (Cult) (1994) (Rpt)
MA(D,A,V,L) CC **Tarantino Season**
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11:10 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:40 pm

Movie: Young And Wild - Seventeen-year-old Daniela is obsessed with sex. But her
lifestyle is in direct conflict with her well-to-do, strict evangelical family in Santiago, Chile.
She finds an outlet by detailing her naughty ruminations and exploits on her blog "Young
& Wild" to her eager online followers. She dates handsome and pious Tomas, but maybe
Antonia, the really cute girl at work, is more her speed. As she struggles to balance both
relationships, Daniela learns that having it all - sex, love and eternal salvation - is more
complicated than she ever imagined. (From Spain, in Spanish) (Movie) (Drama) (2012)
MA(S) **Premiere**

1:20 am

Movie: Mr 73 - The discredited and alcoholic Detective Schneider, a washed-up
Marseilles cop, earns a chance at redemption by protecting a woman from the man who
killed her parents as he is about to be released from prison. Directed by Olivier Marchal
and stars Daniel Auteuil, Olivia Bonamy and Catherine Marchal. (From France, in French)
(Crime) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (V,A)

3:30 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode: Tasmanian cheese with a
Czech cheese pioneer; Vietnamese vegetable carving; growing Italian prickly pears; and
cooking at the Mexican Embassy in Canberra. (An SBS Production) (Food Series) (Rpt)
G CC

4:05 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:50 am

Peach Juice - While on vacation at the seaside, a youth becomes attracted to his aunt.
(From Canada) (Short Film) (Animation) (Rpt) M(S)
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Saturday January 31st, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

7:25 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:05 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Anton Corbijn: Inside Out - This documentary goes inside the world of famed Dutch
rock photographer and filmmaker, Anton Corbijn, and explores the relationship between
the artist and some of his high profile subjects. A current lull in his work-obsessed career
has allowed time for reflection on his life and varied professional disciplines, and a
chance to examine how his strong visual language has developed from still photography
to recent movies. Includes contributions from Bono, George Clooney. (From the
Netherlands, in English and Dutch) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC

2:35 pm

Subconscious Password - In this short animation, Oscar-winning director Chris
Landreth uses a common social gaffe - forgetting somebody’s name - as the starting
point for a mind-bending romp through the unconscious. Inspired by the classic TV game
show Password, the short film features a wealth of animated celebrity guests who try to
prompt our beleaguered protagonist to remember his old pal's name. Finally, he realises
he must surrender to his predicament and jump head-first into his subconscious to find
the answer. (From Canada) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC
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2:50 pm

World's Most Expensive Paintings - It is a world glimpsed only occasionally, in fleeting
news headlines when a home, museum or collection is hit, and valuable or famous works
disappear. But it is a story of our times: of desire, money, greed, and of humanity’s
undying love affair with beautiful works of art. Alastair Sooke will investigate the meaning
of value in art, the possible motivations behind art theft and question whether – in a world
where paintings sell for hundreds of millions of dollars - stealing paintings is the ultimate
expression of art appreciation. On an international journey, Alastair will follow the twists
and turns of an active art theft investigation while exploring stories of heists that have
caused the world’s most precious art to vanish. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Arts) PG
CC **Premiere**

3:55 pm

Tim Marlow's Virtual Gallery - Bruegel - Hunters In The Snow (1565) - Art historian Tim
Marlow takes us on an insightful tour of some of the world’s best paintings. In this
programme, he will be looking at Bruegel's 'Hunters In The Snow' (1565). (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Arts) G CC

4:00 pm

A Season At The Juilliard School NY - Examinations - During their studies at Juilliard,
students learn not only to develop their own technique but also to work together. John, a
baritone, and his classmates are rehearsing a children's opera that they wrote
themselves and that they regularly perform in US schools. Mathis, a 1st year jazz student
is preparing to give his first concert with his ensemble. The 3rd year drama students
present their work during a master class. Mariella is working with her chamber music trio.
The students all have to learn how to adjust their voices, instruments...and
temperaments. (From France, in English & French) (Documentary) (Arts) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

5:30 pm

Roman Homicides - An ancient murder mystery plays out like an episode of C.S.I. When
human bones are found hidden under the floor of an old army barracks, a homicide
detective is called in to examine the evidence. Preliminary observations indicate the
victim may have been bound and killed with blunt force trauma to the skull. The culprit
must be found and brought to justice. But there is one key problem: The victim died
nearly 1,800 years ago. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A,V) CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Hungary To Austria - Steered by his 1913
railway guide, on this journey Michael Portillo explores the once-great empire of AustriaHungary, domain of the famous Habsburg monarchs. Starting in Budapest, the capital of
Hungary, he travels via Bratislava in Slovakia to the beautiful and elegant city of Vienna,
where he immerses himself in pre-war decadence. From there, he travels to Salzburg,
before heading to the magnificent scenery of the Salzkammergut region to visit the
emperor's Austrian summer house at Bad Ischl, where in 1914 European history changed
course forever. (Part 2 of 5) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Episode**
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8:30 pm

Movie: The English Patient - At the close of WWII, a young nurse tends to a badlyburned plane crash victim. His past is shown in flashbacks, revealing an involvement in a
fateful love affair. Stars Juliette Binoche, Ralph Fiennes and Colin Firth. Winner of nine
Oscar Awards. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) 1996) M(N,A,V) **Oscar Winners
Season**

11:20 pm

Movie: Heartbreaker - Alex and his sister run a business designed to break up
relationships. They are hired by a rich man to break up the wedding of his daughter. The
only problem is that they only have one week to do so. Nominated for five César Awards
in 2011, including Best Film. Directed by Pascal Chaumeil and stars Romain Duris,
Vanessa Paradis, Julie Ferrier. (From France, in French) (Romantic Comedy) (2010)
M(S,L)

1:10 am

Green Room With Paul Provenza - Comedian and director of The Aristocrats, Paul
Provenza invites some of the biggest names in stand-up to sit down and try to beat each
other to the punch line. This episode, host Provenza welcomes guest panellists Margaret
Cho, Richard Lewis, Jeffrey Ross and Kumail Nanjiani. (From the US) (Comedy Series)
MA(L) CC **Final**

1:45 am

Movie: Robogeisha - Two beautiful sisters become mechanised killing machines in this
offbeat Japanese horror-comedy. Shy Yoshie plays second-fiddle to her big sister Kikue,
a popular hostess at the local geisha house. Both women fall under the sway of Hikaru
Kageno, heir to a valuable steel company, who has developed an insane but ingenious
secret plan to turn geishas into high-tech robotic assassins in a bid to destroy Japan.
Directed by Noboru Iguchi and stars Aya Kiguchi, Hitomi Hasebe and Saitoh Takumi.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Cult) (2009) (Rpt) MAV (V)

3:30 am

Movie: Kandahar - A visually magnificent, but emotionally horrifying view of Afghanistan
under the Taliban regime. An Afghani-born Canadian resident goes to Afghanistan in the
midst of war in search of her suicidal sister. Winner of the Prize of the Ecumenical Jury at
Cannes in 2001, and nominated for the Palme d’Or. Directed by Mohsen Makhmalbaf
and stars Niloufar Pazira, Hassan Tantai and Ike Ogut. (From Iran, in Farsi and English,
English subtitles) (Drama) (2001) (Rpt) PG CC

